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What happens when your past meets your present?
Are you ready for the coziest book of the year, with the
charm of a modern-day Beatrix Potter? Pull up your comfiest
chair, snuggle under a warm blanket, and discover the
peaceful, enchanting world of Ruby Red Shoes and her
grandmother, where friends are always welcome. Ruby Red
Shoes is a thoughtful bunny who lives in a colorful painted
caravan with her beloved grandmother. She is gentle and
kind and cares for all living things. She loves strawberry
jam, peppermint tea, long baths, and her wonderful pet
chickens! Children just learning to read on their own will
treasure this beautiful story that they can read on their
own or enjoy as a read-aloud. Teeming with whimsy, Ruby's
mindful, tranquil world embraces the reader like a warm
hug. And bedtimes will be gentle, sweet moments, as young
readers see Ruby and her grandmother tucked in with a book
and a favorite quilt, watching the magical stars twinkle in
the velvety sky. Once you've made friends with Ruby Red
Shoes, you'll have a friend for life. "As a student of
pleasant companionship, mindful existence, and living one’s
best life, Ruby Red Shoes excels, paws down."—Publishers
Weekly "Everything about this book asks readers to go
slowly, to put aside the expected, and to savor the
simplicity of the moment."—Kirkus
Per l’amica Leslie, Gwendolyn è una ragazza fortunata:
quanti possono dire di abitare in un palazzo antico nel
cuore di Londra, pieno di saloni, quadri e passaggi
segreti? E quanti, fra gli studenti della Saint Lennox High
School, possono vantare una famiglia altrettanto speciale,
che da una generazione all’altra si tramanda poteri
misteriosi? Eppure Gwen non ne è affatto convinta. Da
quando, a causa della morte del padre, si è trasferita con
la mamma e i fratelli in quella casa, la sua vita le sembra
sensibilmente peggiorata. La nonna, Lady Arisa, comanda
tutti a bacchetta con piglio da nobildonna e con l’aiuto
dell’inquietante maggiordomo Mr Bernhard, e zia Glenda
considera lei, Gwen, una ragazzina superficiale e
certamente non all’altezza del nome dei Montrose. E poi c’è
Charlotte, sua cugina: rossa di capelli, aggraziata,
bravissima a scuola e con un sorriso da Monna Lisa. È lei
la prescelta, colei che dalla nascita è stata addestrata
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per il grande giorno in cui compirà il primo salto nel
passato. Charlotte si dà un sacco di arie, ma Gwen proprio
non la invidia: sa bene che si tratta di una missione
pericolosissima non solo per la sua famiglia ma per
l’umanità intera, e da cui potrebbe non esserci ritorno. E
non importa se Charlotte non viaggerà sola ma sarà
accompagnata da un altro prescelto, Gideon de Villiers,
occhi verdi e sorriso sprezzante... Gwen non vorrebbe
davvero trovarsi al suo posto. Per nulla al mondo...
Frustrated and hopeless, Gerri writes honest farewell
letters to everyone she knows before she tries to end it
all, but when her suicide attempt fails, Gerri is forced to
face everyone she has offended with her final words.
The House of the Stone
Eternal War - Armies of Saints
Legacy of War
The Comte de St Germain
Born to be Bound
The stunning conslusion of worldwide phenomenon—from the boldly original author of
Captive Prince and Prince’s Gambit. His identity now revealed, Damen must face his
master Prince Laurent as Damianos of Akielos, the man Laurent has sworn to kill. On the
brink of a momentous battle, the future of both their countries hangs in the balance. In the
south, Kastor's forces are massing. In the north, the Regent's armies are mobilising for
war. Damen's only hope of reclaiming his throne is to fight together with Laurent against
their usurpers. Forced into an uneasy alliance the two princes journey deep into Akielos,
where they face their most dangerous opposition yet. But even if the fragile trust they
have built survives the revelation of Damen’s identity—can it stand against the Regents
final, deadly play for the throne?
In The Demon Awakens, bestselling author R. A. Salvatore creates an astonishing new
world for readers to explore--and an intrepid hero to lead the way: Elbryan Wynden, who
must confront the dark tides of destiny in his epic search for justice and peace . . . A great
evil has awakened in the land of Corona, a terrible demon determined to spread death and
misery. His goblin armies and fearsome giants ravage the settlements of the frontier, and
in the small village of Dundallis their merciless attack leaves behind two shattered
orphans: Pony and her lifelong friend, the youth Elbryan. Taken in by elves, Elbryan is
raised to become a formidable ranger--a fateful role that will lead him into harrowing
confrontation. Meanwhile, on a far-off island, a shower of gemstones will fall onto the
black sand shores. These heaven-sent stones carry within them an incredible power--the
key to all that is good in the world and all that is evil, and it is up to one young monk to
liberate them from the corrupt monastery that harvests them. Pray that they don't fall into
the wrong, clawed hands . . .
Can your worst enemy become the love of your life? A fun, feisty, feel-good romance for
fans of Sophie Kinsella and Meg Cabot. Jennifer and Ian have known each other for
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seven years. They are leaders of two different teams in the same London bank, and are
constantly engaged in a running battle to be number one. Ian is a handsome, wealthy and
sought-after bachelor;Jennifer is a feisty, independent lawyer. When they are thrown
together to work on the same project, Ian makes Jenny an offer she can't refuse: to have
free reign of their rich client if she pretends to be his girlfriend. Soon, it becomes more
and more difficult to tell the difference between fiction and reality... What readers are
saying about LOVE TO HATE YOU: 'A light-hearted novel about love, (im)possibilities
and challenges in the workplace' Tu Style. 'Anna Premoli, for me, is the best of the genre.
This book made me laugh and fall in love – I read it four times!' 'I loved this novel from
beginning to end ... If you want a book that is fun and romantic at the same time, I would
definitely recommend it.' 'A beautiful love story ... I read it in just two days!'
The Ruby Red Trilogy: Ruby Red, Sapphire Blue, and Emerald Green This
internationally bestselling series follows Gwyneth Shepherd, a girl with a time-traveling
secret. Traipsing through past centuries, juggling a potential romance, and unlocking her
destiny, Gwen has her work cut out for her. Ruby Red: Gwen has always known that her
family is different—the women, in particular. As time travelers, they are no strangers to
the possibility of the impossible. But even they are't expecting it when Gwen shows signs
of being a time traveler rather than her cousin Charlotte. Thrust into a world she should
have been excluded from, Gwen is introduced to Gideon, a fellow traveler. Although the
two don't get along, something other than annoyance might be brewing under the surface.
As Gwen masters her new ability, she learns more abou therself than she ever could have
imagined. Sapphire Blue: Gwen has joined the ranks of the Circle of Twelve, a secret
society of chosen time travelers. As the Ruby, Gwen is tasked with finding travelers in
the past, all while delving into prophecies and trying to read the mixed signals that
Gideon, the Diamond of the Circle, has been sending. With the help of her best friend, a
ghost, and a gargoyle demon, Gwen seeks to unearth the truth behind the Circle—a truth
that has been actively hidden from her. Emerald Green: Crushed to learn that Gideon may
have been deceiving her all along, Gwen has to move forward nonetheless. She has more
than enough on her plate: her distrust of Count Saint-Germain, founder of the Circle of
Twelve, who wants Gwen to finish collecting blood from the other chosen travelers; the
chronograph, a device which will close the Circle if she succeeds; and the resistance she
meets at every turn as she seeks more knowledge. With much more to be revealed, Gwen
must race against the clock to fulfill her destiny—before it's too late. Includes bonus
chapters from Kerstin Gier Dream a Little Dream!
A fun, feisty romance
Kings Rising
Oculta
Imperfect Delight
A Castle in the Clouds
The battle that rocked the very foundation of the Marvel Universe comes to you in one
collected trade paper back. In the known universe there are six stones, called the Infinity
Gems, that control all power, space, time, minds, reality and souls. The mad Titan, Thanos,
brutally collects the stone so that he may reshape the universe in the visage of his love, the
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embodiment of Death. His tribute to her; the death of half the universe Only the combined
forces of Earth's heroes and villains stand in the way of Thanos accession. Can even the
mingled might of the Avengers, Dr. Strange, the X-Men, Spider Man and the Silver Surfer
stay the power of a god? Prepare True Believer, for one of the greatest battles in the
history of the Marvel Universe What comic book fan doesn't remember the threat of
Thanos and his quest for godhood. Infinity Gauntlet is a modern classic that no collector
would want to be without
“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and sisterhood — this unusual, tense tale
will have you on the edge of your seat!” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Tamora
Pierce on Crown of Coral and Pearl The Cruel Prince meets Ash Princess in this thrilling
fantasy, the much-anticipated sequel to Crown of Coral and Pearl. Ever since Nor was
forced to go to a nearby kingdom in her sister’s place, she’s wanted nothing more than to
return to the place and people she loves. But when her wish comes true, she soon finds
herself cast out from both worlds, with a war on the horizon. As an old enemy resurfaces
more powerful than ever, Nor will have to keep the kingdom from falling apart with the
help of Prince Talin and Nor’s twin sister, Zadie. There are forces within the world more
mysterious than any of them ever guessed—and they’ll need to stay alive long enough to
conquer them… Books in the Crown of Coral and Pearl duology: Crown of Coral and
Pearl Kingdom of Sea and Stone
The course of dream travel never did run smooth—at least, not in Liv Silver's experience.
Able to visit other people's dreams (whether they want her to or not), Liv has solved
mysteries, unearthed difficult truths, fought madmen, and escaped life-threatening peril,
all from the comfort of her own bed. But Liv's troubles are just beginning... A rocky
romance, a malicious blogger with a hidden identity, a wedding, and a classmate (or two)
dead-set on revenge all await Liv in this action-packed conclusion to the Silver trilogy.
A funny and touching story of antagonism and love, now in a board book Banjo is a
hardworking farm dog and Ruby Red is a haughty chicken, and they never see eye to eye.
But when Ruby Red falls ill, the tables seem about to turn. Stunning illustrations perfectly
capture the endearing personalities of boisterous Banjo and headstrong Ruby Red.
Just Dreaming
Trilogia delle gemme 1
Secret Warriors Omnibus
The Silver Trilogy
Banjo and Ruby Red
Fan favorite character Kenji Kishimoto narrates this gripping companion novella to Tahereh Mafi’s
New York Times bestselling Shatter Me series, set during the explosive events in Restore Me! Juliette
is still reeling from Warner's betrayal, and Kenji is trying to balance his friendship with her with his
responsibilities as a leader of the resistance against the Reestablishment. Things get even more
interesting when an unexpected person from Omega Point’s past surfaces. The ending of Restore Me
left readers gasping, and this novella full of Kenji’s signature sass and big heart is the perfect story to
tide fans over until Defy Me, the shocking fifth book in the Shatter Me series.
Gwen's life has been a rollercoaster since she discovered she was the Ruby, the final member of the
secret time-traveling Circle of Twelve. In between searching through history for the other timetravelers and asking for a bit of their blood (gross!), she's been trying to figure out what all the
mysteries and prophecies surrounding the Circle really mean. At least Gwen has plenty of help. Her
best friend Lesley follows every lead diligently on the Internet. James the ghost teaches Gwen how to
fit in at an eighteenth century party. And Xemerius, the gargoyle demon who has been following
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Gwen since he caught her kissing Gideon in a church, offers advice on everything. Oh, yes. And of
course there is Gideon, the Diamond. One minute he's very warm indeed; the next he's freezing cold.
Gwen's not sure what's going on there, but she's pretty much destined to find out.
In The Jewel, we followed Violet in her servitude under the Duchess of the Lake. Now we'll hear
Raven's story and her time as a surrogate for the Countess of the Stone in this digital novella from
Amy Ewing. When Raven is bought at the Auction, she knows immediately that things will not go
well. And when she arrives at the Countess's palace, Raven quickly discovers that the Countess is
much less interested in having a baby than experimenting with Raven's mind and body. Raven can
only hope for an escape . . . and to see Violet again, all the while reminding herself that she is Raven
Stirling, and she does matter. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
The absorbing first instalment in the bestselling French fantasy series The Mirror Visitor
Quartet—winner of the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire.
Fable
Guardian of Secrets
A Winter's Promise
The Left Hand of God
Shadow Me

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO
SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB YA PICK Filled with all of the action, emotion, and lyrical
writing that brought readers to Sky in the Deep, New York Times bestselling
author Adrienne Young returns with Fable, the first book in this new captivating
duology. Welcome to a world made dangerous by the sea and by those who wish
to profit from it. Where a young girl must find her place and her family while
trying to survive in a world built for men. As the daughter of the most powerful
trader in the Narrows, the sea is the only home seventeen-year-old Fable has
ever known. It’s been four years since the night she watched her mother drown
during an unforgiving storm. The next day her father abandoned her on a
legendary island filled with thieves and little food. To survive she must keep to
herself, learn to trust no one and rely on the unique skills her mother taught her.
The only thing that keeps her going is the goal of getting off the island, finding
her father and demanding her rightful place beside him and his crew. To do so
Fable enlists the help of a young trader named West to get her off the island and
across the Narrows to her father. But her father’s rivalries and the dangers of his
trading enterprise have only multiplied since she last saw him and Fable soon
finds that West isn't who he seems. Together, they will have to survive more than
the treacherous storms that haunt the Narrows if they're going to stay alive.
Fable takes you on a spectacular journey filled with romance, intrigue and
adventure.
For fans of Maggie Stiefvater and Laini Taylor, a perfect storm lies ahead in this
riveting fantasy duology opener from award-winning author Elle Cosimano. One
cold, crisp night, Jack Sommers was faced with a choice—live forever according
to the ancient, magical rules of Gaia, or die. Jack chose to live, and in exchange,
he became a Winter—an immortal physical embodiment of the season on Earth.
Every year, he must hunt the Season who comes before him. Summer kills
Spring. Autumn kills Summer. Winter kills Autumn. And Spring kills Winter. Jack
and Fleur, a Winter and a Spring, fall for each other against all odds. To be
together, they’ll have to escape the cycle that’s been forcing them apart. But
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their creator won’t let them go without a fight.
In 13th century Florence, the war between the Guelphs and Ghibellines is
destroying entire families. Every corner of Tuscany has been drawn into the
conflict, but little do the two sides realise their war is but a pale reflection of a
battle between the mysterious inhabitants of the spirit world, lasting a thousand
years. The spirit that guides the Cavalcanti family, Kabal, uses every any means
at his disposal to make sure his family is not torn to shreds and eventually
comes out on top. The true ace up his sleeve is the new head of his family, the
warrior and poet Guido Cavalcanti. Guido is driven to seek an impossible peace
as he strives to save his city and marry the girl he loves. He is helped by a young,
exceptionally shy poet known as Dante Alighieri… It is a story of war, betrayal,
intrigue and magic that is woven skilfully together to create a wondrous
combination of historical accuracy and the fantastic world that lies behind
human endeavour. “The Eternal War – Armies of Saints” is an innovative
historical fantasy set against the backdrop of the Florence of the Divine Comedy.
It has already conquered Italy and now, with the English translation, it is set to
take the world.
For fans of The Hundred-Foot Journey and The Altogether Unexpected
Disappearance of Atticus Craftsman, a moving and charming novel from the
beloved international author of Two Out of Two that follows two entirely different
people struggling to make sense of their futures amid the beauty of Provence,
France. It’s fall in Provence, a season that combines the first chill of winter with
a final stretch of warmth that is a last taste of summer. To mark the end of the
season, at the local airfield a famous British rock band, the Bebonkers, will hold
a concert that is both for charity and to celebrate charismatic lead singer Nick
Cruickshank’s third marriage. Preparations are in high gear, everything coming
smoothly together under the tight supervision of Aileen, Nick’s bride-to-be. In
town, there is also a gelateria run by Milena Migliari, who creates, develops, and
produces one-of-a-kind ice cream with artistic precision. Milena, who has bid
adieu to men, now lives with Viviane. Milena’s relationship with Viviane is solid
and unwavering, in stark contrast to the delicacy of her ice cream. In a few days
Milena will undergo fertility treatments, but she is not entirely convinced. She
hesitates to confess her thoughts, however, as does Nick, who wonders when his
relationship with Aileen lost its original spark. And so, a British rocker and an
Italian artisan find their fates on a collision course and in the space of three days,
the chaos intensifies resulting in an inevitable and exhilarating final encore.
Kingdom of Sea and Stone
The Demon Awakens
romanzo
Emerald Green

In this dark dystopian tale, 17-year-old Hawk is growing up hard and
fast in post-apocalyptic New York City—until a perilous destiny forces
her to take flight and protect her home. Where is Maximum Ride? Ten
years ago a girl with wings fought to save the world. But then she
disappeared. Now she's just a fading legend, remembered only in
stories. Hawk doesn't know her real name. She doesn't know who her
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family was, or where they went. The only thing she remembers is that
she was told to wait on a specific street corner, at a specific time, until
her parents came back for her. She stays under the radar to survive . .
. until a destiny that's perilously close to Maximum Ride's forces her to
take flight. Someone is coming for her. But it's not a rescue mission.
It's an execution.
Witty and charming, New York Times-bestselling author Kerstin Gier's
contemporary young adult novel A Castle in the Clouds follows a girl as
she navigates secrets, romance, and danger in an aging grand hotel.
Way up in the Swiss mountains, there's an old grand hotel steeped in
tradition and faded splendor. Once a year, when the famous New
Year's Eve Ball takes place and guests from all over the world arrive,
excitement returns to the vast hallways. Sophie, who works at the
hotel as an intern, is busy making sure that everything goes according
to plan. But unexpected problems keep arising, and some of the guests
are not who they pretend to be. Very soon, Sophie finds herself right in
the middle of a perilous adventure—and at risk of losing not only her
job, but also her heart.
Sixteen-year-old Gwyneth discovers that she, rather than her wellprepared cousin, carries a time-travel gene, and soon she is journeying
with Gideon, who shares the gift, through historical London trying to
discover whom they can trust.
Nick Fury has gathered a special team of Secret Warriors. But these
young heroes have a lot to learn in a very short time when they
uncover a conspiracy that reaches from the Oval Offi ce to the temples
of Japan - and even beyond death. The Leviathan organization is
awakening, their tendrils wrapped deep inside the US government. And
when a shadow war breaks out between Leviathan and the ruthless
Hydra, it's up to Fury and his Secret Warriors to put the pieces together
and take them both out. Brian Michael Bendis and Jonathan Hickman's
shadow-ops masterpiece is collected in one oversized volume!
COLLECTING: MIGHTY AVENGERS 13, 18; SECRET WARRIORS 1-28;
DARK REIGN: THE LIST - SECRET WARRIORS; SIEGE: SECRET
WARRIORS; DARK REIGN: NEW NATION
The Mirror Visitor, Book One
Silver. Il libro dei sogni
Red
Dream a Little Dream
A Novel
The follow up to the New York Times bestselling novel, THIEF OF
LIES! Being a Sentinel isn’t all fairytales and secret gardens. Sure,
jumping through books into the world’s most beautiful libraries to
protect humans from mystical creatures is awesome. No one knows
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that better than Gia Kearns, but she could do without the part where
people are always trying to kill her. Oh, and the fact that Pop and
her had to move away from her friends and life as she knew it. And if
that isn’t enough, her boyfriend, Arik, is acting strangely. Like,
maybe she should be calling him “ex,” since he’s so into another
girl. But she doesn’t have time to be mad or even jealous, because
someone has to save the world from the upcoming apocalypse, and it
looks like that’s going to be Gia. Maybe. If she survives. The Library
Jumpers series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1
Thief of Lies Book #2 Guardian of Secrets Book #3 Assassin of
Truths
Things seem to be going well for Liv Silver: she's adjusting to her
new home (and her new family) in London; she has a burgeoning
romance with Henry Harper, one of the cutest boys in school; and
the girl who's been turning her dreams into nightmares, Anabel, is
now locked up. But serenity doesn't last for long. It seems that Liv's
troubles are far from over--in fact, suddenly they're piling up. School
gossip blogger Secrecy knows all of Liv's most intimate secrets,
Henry might be hiding something from her, and at night Liv senses
a dark presence following her through the corridors of the dream
world. Does someone have a score to settle with Liv? Romance,
adventure, and danger abound in Dream On, the second book in the
Silver trilogy.
Alone on her birthday, CC playfully performs a ritual that hurtles
her into the body of a mythical mermaid, but when the goddess Gaea
turns her back into a damsel for protection, she aches for the sea
and the merman that stole her heart.
“An authentic page turner…. Rogers [vividly] captures this era of
Elvis records and small-town Maine fishing life.” —Down East In
1963, twelve-year-old Florine Gilham enjoys an idyllic childhood in
small-town Maine—until her beloved mother vanishes. Untethered
and adrift in the wake of her disappearance, Florine finds her oncecherished joys—watching her father’s lobster boat come into port,
baking bread with her grandmother, and causing mischief with the
summer folk—suddenly ring hollow. When a figure from her father’s
past comes calling, Florine must find the courage to lay down roots
of her own. Set against the gorgeous backdrop of the Maine coast,
Red Ruby Heart in a Cold Blue Sea is an extraordinary snapshot of a
bygone America as seen through the eyes of an iconic New England
girl.
Love to Hate You
Hawk
Ruby Red
The Ruby Red Trilogy
The Time of Our Lives

Love, secrets, and new dream world threats follow Liv Silver in the sequel to Dream
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A Little Dream. Things seem to be going well for Liv Silver: she's adjusting to her
new home (and her new family) in London; she has a burgeoning romance with
Henry Harper, one of the cutest boys in school; and the girl who's been turning her
dreams into nightmares, Anabel, is now locked up. But serenity doesn't last for long.
It seems that Liv's troubles are far from over—in fact, suddenly they're piling up.
School gossip blogger Secrecy knows all of Liv's most intimate secrets, Henry might
be hiding something from her, and at night Liv senses a dark presence following her
through the corridors of the dream world. Does someone have a score to settle with
Liv? Romance, adventure, and danger abound in Dream On, the second book in the
Silver trilogy, another winning, magical fantasy series from Kerstin Gier, the author
of the bestselling Ruby Red trilogy. Just Dreaming, the conclusion to the Silver
trilogy, is soon to follow.
A brand-new Courtney Series adventure. The action-packed new book in the
Courtney Series and the sequel to Courtney's War. Just because the war is over and
Hitler dead, doesn't mean the politics he stood for have died too. Saffron Courtney
and her beloved husband Gerhard only just survived the brutal war, but Gerhard's
Nazi-supporting brother, Konrad, is still free and determined to regain power. As a
dangerous game of cat-and-mouse develops, a plot against the couple begins to stir.
One that will have ramifications throughout Europe. . . Further afield in Kenya, the
last outcrop of the colonial empire is feeling the stirrings of rebellion. As the
situation becomes violent, and the Courtney family home is under threat, Leon
Courtney finds himself caught between two powerful sides - and a battle for the
freedom of a country. Legacy of War is a nail-biting story of courage, bravery,
rebellion and war from the master of adventure fiction.
Mysterious doors with lizard-head knobs. Talking stone statues. A crazy girl with a
hatchet. Yes, Liv's dreams have been pretty weird lately. Especially the one where
she's in a graveyard at night, watching four boys conduct dark magic rituals. The
strangest part is that Liv recognizes the boys in her dream. They're classmates from
her new school in London, the school where she's starting over because her mom has
moved them to a new country (again). But what's really scaring Liv is that the
dream boys seem to know things about her in real life, things they couldn't possibly
know—unless they actually are in her dreams? Luckily, Liv never could resist a good
mystery, and all four of those boys are pretty cute....
Molly and her kittens live in feline luxury at their very own cat café in the
Cotswolds village of Stourton. People flock from far and wide to visit the café, lured
by delicious baked goods and adorable cats. For owner Debbie, Molly and her
kittens, life is good. Or so they thought? When Debbie's sister Linda turns up
unannounced and heartbroken, Debbie insists she stay at the café. What Debbie
doesn't realize is that Linda's arrived with an unwelcome guest - a dog called Beau.
However, there's one thing the cats hate in their café - dogs. With Christmas
approaching, Molly feels as if her home and family are both under threat. But fate
has another surprise in store for the cat café's residents, which leaves both Debbie
and Molly floundering. Suddenly Molly's future is far from certain...
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Goddess of the Sea
Ruby Red Shoes
For Every Solution, a Problem
Trial by Fire
Sapphire Blue
RedTrilogia delle gemme 1Corbaccio
"A Must Read Romance. This is one of the best books I've read this year. It has everything a book
should have: action, adventure, violence, a butt-kicking heroine and one hot hero." —USA Today
This world is trying to kill Lily Proctor. Her life-threatening allergiesmake it increasingly difficult to
live a normal life, and after a completely humiliating incident ruins her first (and perhaps only) real
party, she's ready to disappear. "Come and be the most powerful person in the world." Suddenly,
Lily finds herself in a different Salem. One overrun with horrifying creatures and ruled by powerful
women—including Lillian, this world's version of Lily. "It will be terrifying. It was for me." What
made Lily weak at home, makes her extraordinary here. It also puts her in terrible danger. Faced with
new responsibilites she can barely understand and a love she never expeceted, Lily is left with one
question: How can she be the savior of this world when she is literally her own worst enemy?
Unapologetically raw and deliciously filthy, Shepherd & Claire's dark, gritty story is an emotional
punch to the gut!" - Anna Zaires, New York Times bestselling author I'm far more than possessive
when it comes to my female. I am obsessed with her scent, her form, her determination to resist me.
She longs to be free, yet sings when I stroke her. She swears she will never forgive me for forcing a
pair-bond between us, yet melts at the sound of my purr. I have the unwilling Omega right where I
want her. And I will lie, manipulate, and even kill to keep her under my control. The first book in
Addison Cain's exciting, raw, and suspense-filled Paranormal series is an addictive Dark Romance
that will keep you up long past your bedtime.
The Left Hand of God by Paul Hoffman is the gripping first instalment in a remarkable trilogy.
"Listen. The Sanctuary of the Redeemers on Shotover Scarp is named after a damned lie for there is
no redemption that goes on there and less sanctuary." The Sanctuary of the Redeemers is a vast and
desolate place - a place without joy or hope. Most of its occupants were taken there as boys and for
years have endured the brutal regime of the Lord Redeemers whose cruelty and violence have one
singular purpose - to serve in the name of the One True Faith. In one of the Sanctuary's vast and
twisting maze of corridors stands a boy. He is perhaps fourteen or fifteen years old - he is not sure
and neither is anyone else. He has long-forgotten his real name, but now they call him Thomas Cale.
He is strange and secretive, witty and charming, violent and profoundly bloody-minded. He is so
used to the cruelty that he seems immune, but soon he will open the wrong door at the wrong time
and witness an act so terrible that he will have to leave this place, or die. His only hope of survival is
to escape across the arid Scablands to Memphis, a city the opposite of the Sanctuary in every way:
breathtakingly beautiful, infinitely Godless, and deeply corrupt. But the Redeemers want Cale back
at any price... not because of the secret he now knows but because of a much more terrifying secret
he does not. The Left Hand of God is a must read. It is the first instalment in a gripping trilogy by
Paul Hoffman. Imagine if Phillip Pullman's His Dark Materials met Umberto Eco's Name of the
Rose. Fans of epic heroic fiction will love this series. Praise for Paul Hoffman: 'This book gripped me
from the first chapter and then dropped me days later, dazed and grinning to myself' Conn Iggulden
'Tremendous momentum' Daily Telegraph 'A cult classic . . .' Daily Express
Red Ruby Heart in a Cold Blue Sea
Christmas at the Cat Cafe
Ruby Red, Sapphire Blue, Emerald Green
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Seasons of the Storm
Dream On
Since learning she is the Ruby, the final member of the time-traveling Circle of Twelve, nothing
has gone right for Gwen and she holds suspicions about both Count Saint-German and Gideon,
but as she uncovers the Circle's secrets she finally learns her own destiny.
Gwyneth Shepherd's sophisticated, beautiful cousin Charlotte has been prepared her entire life
for traveling through time. But unexpectedly, it is Gwyneth who in the middle of class takes a
sudden spin to a different era! Gwyneth must now unearth the mystery of why her mother would
lie about her birth date to ward off suspicion about her ability, brush up on her history, and
work with Gideon—the time traveler from a similarly gifted family that passes the gene through
its male line, and whose presence becomes, in time, less insufferable and more essential.
Together, Gwyneth and Gideon journey through time to discover who, in the 18th century and
in contemporary London, they can trust. Kerstin Gier's Ruby Red is young adult novel full of
fantasy and romance.
UN LIBRO-EVENTO: IL PRIMO CAPITOLO DELLA TRILOGIA DEI SOGNI. Porte che
si spalancano su luoghi segreti, statue che parlano, una ragazzina che si aggira con un’ascia in
mano... I sogni di Liv Silver non sono tranquilli negli ultimi tempi. Soprattutto uno: un sogno in
cui si ritrova di notte in un cimitero insieme a quattro ragazzi impegnati in un rituale
dall’aspetto satanico. E questi tipi hanno un legame con la vita vera di Liv, perché sono
Grayson, il fratellastro appena acquisito da quando la mamma ha portato lei e la sorella a vivere
a Londra con il suo nuovo compagno, e i suoi amici. Perché adesso Liv frequenta la stessa
scuola. Perlomeno sono tutti abbastanza simpatici. La cosa veramente strana, però, è che da
quando è a Londra Liv ha scoperto di avere accesso ai sogni degli altri. Attraverso porte dai
colori e forme diverse entra letteralmente nell’inconscio dei suoi amici. Una faccenda
affascinante, se non fosse che, da alcune frasi che capta durante il giorno, sembra che anche loro
sappiano della presenza di Liv nei loro sogni. Come è possibile?
Infinity Gauntlet
La trilogia dei sogni [vol.1]
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